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The development of Chinese private Banks, not only in theory but also in 
practice, is extremely paid close attention to. The reason is this question 
concerns the overall situation of the reform in banking system of China. There 
are many disputes so far. Such as what are private Banks? Should private 
Banks be developed in China? How would private Banks be developed? And 
so on. We have not reached the common understanding yet. This paper 
launches expounding the fact and putting forward one's own opinion around 
these main disputes. 
The paper consists of four chapters altogether. Chapter one, proceeds with 
definition of the private Banks at first, through differentiating and analyzing 
the relevant concepts, gives the clear definition to the private Banks, then 
expands from this to amplify out the institutional characteristics of the private 
Banks. In this chapter, seeing that existing researches fail to summarize its true 
intension to the definition of the private Banks completely, according to the 
truth of China in transformation period, through comparative analysis and 
comprehensive research, a dynamic concept of the private Banks is  put 
forward clearly. It commands the argumentation of the full text. Chapter two, 
on the basis of analysis in the first chapter, by taking the disequilibrium of the 
current monetary constitution as the breakthrough point, through using the 
principle of the constitutional change to analyze the supply and demand of 
China's monetary constitutions. From the dynamic optimization of national 
finance utility function, we argue the development certainty of the private 
Banks. In the course of deriving here , and amplify out relevant theory 
hypothesises, such as restraint condition of its growth ,etc.; Chapter three 
analyzes the predicament that Chinese private Banks faces in its growing 















found from reality to try to examine (or demeonstrate) the hypothesis that 
chapter two puts forward; Chapter four attempts to argue the growth route and 
order as well as the constitutional supply of the private Banks from the restrain 
condition and the growth predicament. 
The research of the full text aims at the problem about the growth of the 
private Banks all through, and combines closely it with constitutional changes. 
This paper attempts to reveal the inherent motive about the growth of the 
private Banks as well as the restrict conditions of the private Banks in the 
present stage, and do further description and prospect to the route and order of 
its growth on this basis. Meanwhile, several policy advices for the growth of 
the private Banks are put forward. This paper could be a theoretical reference 
to the basic research about the growth of the private Banks. 
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